Beyond the Reef

Beyond the Reef by A.J. Llewellyn Tony takes a shower one day and finds a naked man
fondling his loofah. Frank’s a sex machine who knows Tony’s deepest desires…and won’t go
away. Wannabe actor Tony Kaven’s career hasn’t just stalled—it’s in reverse—so he jumps at
the chance of being a personal assistant to mercurial movie star Rufus Roscoe on location in
Maui, Hawaii. Tony wants to do well, except that, from the moment he arrives, everything
goes wrong. Roscoe hates everything about him, even his blue suede shoes. Somebody on
Facebook told Tony that Rufus is a big Elvis fan so Tony couldnt resist splurging on the shoes.
Wrong information. Rufus hates Elvis, blue suede shoes and overweight, overwrought
personal assistants. It looks like he’s about to get canned when a mysterious man named
Frank shows up naked in Tony’s shower and tells him he is the man of his dreams. His true
love. Who is this guy? And how is it that when Frank is around, everything has a way of going
right? Tony finds that true love means taking a leap of faith, but he finds more than that it also
means rolling with the punches, but leading with your heart. About the Author: A.J. never
lacks inspiration for male/male erotic romances and on the rare occasions this happens,
pursues other passions such as collecting books on Hawaiiana, surfing and spending time with
friends and animal companions. A.J. Llewellyn believes that love is a song best sung out loud.
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vegas1aCategory. Entertainment. License. Standard YouTube License. Song. Beyond The
Reef - 3 min - Uploaded by FendernirvanaFrom Another Smash 1963.
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